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Jose RizalDr. Jose Rizal and the Writing of His StoryLineage, Life and Labors of Jose Rizal, Philippine PatriotTranslation & RevolutionNational Union CatalogThe Blood of GovernmentTristes recuerdos, Manilaloloy in the 20th CenturyThe Fall of the PhilippinesBorder InterrogationsRevolutionary SpiritRizal's Life, Works, and WritingsOld Catholic and Philippine Independent Ecclesiologies in HistoryNoli Me Tangerojoj RizalThe Star-entangled BannerWriting Literary HistoryPublic ChoiceRizal and the Dev. Of National ConsciousnessThe Blood of GovernmentEl FilibusterismoBetween EmpiresHis Life, Works, and Role in the Philippine RevolutionLorenzo Ruiz, the Filipino Protomartyr in NagasakiA Filipiniana Bibliography, 1743-1982Rizal's Own Story of His LifeThe RevolutionOrientalists, Propagandists, and IlustradosThe Bamboo Organ of Las PiñasThe Women of MalolosQueering the Global Filipina BodyPolitical and historical writingsEl FilibusterismoTravels in the PhilippinesThe Story of Jose Rizal, the Greatest Man of the Brown RaceThe Native Philippine Social Sciences ReviewTranscending RizalTouch Me NotJose Rizal: Life, Works and WritingsPublic Choice: The Life of Armand V. Fabella in Government and Education chronicles the legacy of Armand V. Fabella as a talented, dedicated civil servant and educator who worked with six presidents—from Ramon Magsaysay in the 1950s to Gloria Macapagal Arroyo in the 2000s—and as senior government adviser and Education secretary. Penned by business journalist Roel Landingham, Public Choice is more than a biography of a remarkable Filipino who dedicated most of his life to public service. It is also the story of Philippine economic policy-making in the last half century.Under the current cartographies of globalization, where frontiers mutate, vacillate, and mark the contiguity of discourse, questioning the Spanish border seems particularly urgent task. The volume engages a wide spectrum of ambivalent regions—subjects that currently are, or have been seen in the past, as spaces of negotiation and contestation. However, we posit that, in both the “Spanish” nation-space as a historical and ideological construct that is perpetually going through transformations and reformations. This volume advocates the position that intellectual responsibility must lead us to engage openly in the issues underlying current social and political tensions.Jose Rizal has a good claim to being the first Asian nationalist. An extremely talented Malay born a hundred years ago in a small town near Manila, educated partly in the Philippines and partly in Europe, Rizal inspired the Filipinos by his writing and example to make the first nationalist revolution in Asia in 1896. Today the Philippines revere Rizal as their national hero, and they regard his two books, The Lost Eden (Noli Me Tangero) and The Subversive (El Filibusterismo) as the gospel of their nationalism. The Subversive, first published in 1891, is strikingly timely today. New nations emerging in Africa and Asia are once again in conflict in conflict with their former colonial masters, as were the Filipinos with their Spanish rulers in Rizal’s day. The Subversive poses questions about colonialism which are still being asked today: does a “civilizing mission” justify subjection of a people? Should a colony aim at assimilation or independence? If independence, should it be by peaceful translation or force of arms? Despite the seriousness of its theme, however, The Subversive is more than a political novel. It is a romantic, witty, satirical portrait of Spanish colonial rule in the Philippines at the end of the nineteenth century, written in the tradition of the great adventure romances. The translation by Leon M. Guerrero, Philippine ambassador to the Court of St. James, conveys the immediacy of the original, and makes this important work available to a new generation of readers. His translation of The Lost Eden is also available in the Norton Library. The global history of liberalism has paid too much attention to the West, neglecting the contributions of liberals from colonial nations. This book mines the thought of Filipino propagandist and novelist Jose Rizal to present a vision of liberalism for the colonized. It is both an introduction to Rizal and a treatise on rights, freedom, and tyranny in colonial contexts. Though a work on history, it responds to the illiberal present of rising authoritarianism and populism. The Noli, as it is called in the Philippines, was the first artistic manifestation of Asian resistance to European colonialism, and Rizal became a guiding conscience— and martyr — for the revolution that would rise up in the Spanish province. This book presents a love story set against the political backdrop of repression, torture, and murder. This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant. El Filibusterismo (The Subversive) is the second novel by Jose Rizal (1861-1896), national hero of the Philippines. Like its predecessor, the better-known Noli Me Tangero, the Fili was written in Castilian while Rizal was traveling and studying in Europe. It was published in Ghent in 1891 and later translated into English, German, French, Japanese, Tagalog, Ilonggo, and other languages. A nationalistic novel by an author who has been called “the first Filipino,” its nature as a social document of the late-nineteenth-century Philippines is often emphasized. For many years copies of the Fili were smuggled into the Philippines after it was condemned as subversive by the Spanish authorities. Characters from the Noli (Basilio, Doña Victoria, Padre Salvi) return while new ones are introduced: Simoun, the transformed Ibarra; Cabezang Tales and his struggle for justice; the nationalist student Isagani; the Indio priest Padre Florentino. Through them the colonial milieu is expanded— its officialdom, education, legal system, power plays, social patterns— and seen anew as context for conflict and insight. Translator Soledad Lacson-Locsin is the first to have worked from facsimile editions of the original manuscripts. The result is the most authoritative and faithful English translation to date, one which attempts to preserve in English the cadence and color of the original. Special Offer for Non-Retail Accounts: Receive a free paperback copy of Noli Me Tangero when you purchase a paperback copy of El Filibusterismo. Please call our order department (toll free in North America and Hawai'i only) at 1-888-847-7377. This is the first comprehensive study of Jose Rizal's 1886 Tagalog translation of Friedrich Schiller's play and most famous play, Wilhelm Tell (1804). It introduces new computer-aided methods and techniques of discursive and textual analysis to the broad field of translation analysis and attempts to answer how Schiller's play, described as the A-plot-yip play of German Idealism, could have been translated into a language so distant from its original socioeconomical context and so alien from the distinctively German intellectual culture that had produced it. In addition to its methodological contributions, this study is of interest insofar as it may give insight into some of the ideological dynamics constitutive of nineteenth-century nationalism in the Philippines, the implications of which may extend up to the present day. Contemporary popular culture stereotypes Filipina women as sex workers, domestic laborers, mail order brides, and caregivers. These figures embody the gendered and sexual politics of representing the Philippine nation in the Filipina/o diaspora. Gina K. Velasco
explores the tensions within Filipina/o American cultural production between feminist and queer critiques of the nation and popular nationalism as a form of resistance to neoimperialism and globalization. Using a queer diasporic analysis, Velasco examines the politics of nationalism within Filipina/o American cultural production to consider an essential question: can a queer and feminist imagining of the diaspora reconcile with gendered tropes of the Philippine nation? Integrating a transnational feminist analysis of globalized gendered labor with a consideration of queer cultural politics, Velasco envisions forms of feminist and queer diasporic belonging, while simultaneously foregrounding nationalist movements as vital instruments of struggle.In 1899 the United States, having announced its arrival as a world power during the Spanish-Cuban-American War, inaugurated a brutal war of imperial conquest against the Philippine Republic. Over the next five decades, U.S. imperialists justified their colonial empire by crafting novel racial ideologies adapted to new realities of collaboration and anticolonial resistance. In this pathbreaking, transnational study, Paul A. Kramer reveals how racial politics served U.S. empire, and how empire-building in turn transformed ideas of race and nation in both the United States and the Philippines. Kramer argues that Philippine-American colonial history was characterized by struggles over sovereignty and recognition. In the wake of a racial-extremist war, U.S. colonialists, in dialogue with Filipino elites, divided the Philippine population into “civilized” Christians and “savage” animists and Muslims. The former were subjected to a calibrated colonialism that gradually extended them self-government as they demonstrated their “capacities.” The latter were governed first by Americans, then by Christian Filipinos who had proven themselves worthy of shouldering the “white man’s burden.” Ultimately, however, this racial vision of imperial nation-building collided with U.S. nativist efforts to insulate the United States from its colonies, even at the cost of Philippine independence. Kramer provides an innovative account of the global transformations of race and the centrality of empire to twentieth-century U.S. and Philippine histories.In 1898, both Cuba and the Philippines achieved their independence from Spain and then immediately became targets of U.S. expansionism. This book presents a comparative analysis of late-nineteenth-century literature and history in Cuba and the Philippines, focusing on the writings of José Martí and José Rizal to reveal shared anti-imperial struggles. A detailed description of the three-month defense of Bataan, the siege of Corregidor, the soldier[s] life in the crowded intimacy of Malinta Tunnel, MacArthur[s] evacuation, and the surrender of 78,000 American and Allied troops.A study of Rizal, his works, and his influence in Southeast Asia; how his contemporaries saw him; the role Rizal played in inspiring Indonesian nationalists; how the Indonesians and Malaysians appropriated him in the movement for independence, and how he figures in the region's intellectual, political and literary discourse. Compilation of photographs by Spaniards on the Philippine revolution of 1896. Noli Me Tangere is Latin for touch me not. In this modern classic of Filipino literature, Jose Rizal exposes matters . . . so delicate that they cannot be touched by anybody, unfolding an epic history of the Philippines that has made it that country's most influential political novel in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Jose Rizal, national hero of the Philippines, completed Noli Me Tangere in Spanish in 1887 while he was studying in Europe. Rizal continued to write, completing a second novel and many other poems and essays, until he was executed by firing squad in 1896. Since then, Noli Me Tangere has appeared in French, Chinese, German and Philippine languages. Two other English translations have made Noli Me Tangere accessible, but Lacson-Locsin's new translation offered here is the first to work from facsimile editions of the manuscripts and to restore significant sections of the original text. The result is the most authoritative and faithful English translation to date. *This work looks at the problematic relationship between the Philippines and the U.S. It argues that when faced with a national crisis or a compelling need to reestablish its autonomy, each nation paradoxically turns to its history with the other to define its place in the world.A study of Filipino intellectuals that reevaluates the political uses of colonial Orientalism and anthropology. This study researches the development of the self-understanding of the Old Catholic Churches of the Union of Utrecht and the Iglesia Filipina Independiente during the 20th century, with special attention for their ecclesiologies of the local and national church. Copyright code: 5f653a0a6e2e22392507c9df6f9868aad